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QUESTION 1

An architect designed a vRealize Log Insight (vRLI) cluster for an organization with the following details: 

The cluster has 3-nodes with 2 event forwarders sending logs to this cluster. The vRLI cluster is part of the disaster
recovery protection process. 

What should be the proper sequence of steps in the Disaster Recovery (DR) protection runbook for recovering vRLI
cluster? 

A. 1. Restore the forwarders 

2.

 Restore worker nodes in any order 

3.

 Restore the master node 

4.

 Restore any recovered agents 

B. 1. Restore the master node 

2.

 Restore worker nodes in any order 

3.

 Restore the forwarders 

4.

 Restore any recovered agents 

C. 1. Restore the worker nodes 

2.

 Restore master node 

3.

 Restore the forwarders 

4.

 Restore any recovered agents 

D. 1. Restore the master node 

2.
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 Restore worker nodes in a specific defined order 

3.

 The forwarders 

4.

 Restore any recovered agents 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An online retail company needs its shopping cart application to be highly available. 

What three cloud management design decisions would give an optimal shopping experience? (Choose three.) 

A. Create a vRealize Operations metric chart for the application\\'s CPU usage 

B. Create a vRealize Orchestrator workflow that remediates the issue by updating the CPU 

C. Configure the vRealize Operations alert to run a vRealize Orchestrator workflow when triggered 

D. Create a vRealize Operations alert that is triggered when the application\\'s CPU usage exceeds a threshold 

E. Create a vRealize Orchestrator workflow that emails an administrator to remediate the issue 

F. Configure the vRealize Operations alert to email an administrator to remediate the issue 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 3

An architect is completing the physical design for a vRealize Operation (vROps) solution for a customer. The customer
has only provided the following information for their existing environment: 

500 Virtual Machines 2 VMware vCenter Servers 10 VMware vSphere Horsts 20 Datastores Live data should be stored
within the vROps solution for 6 months The RTO for all existing management components is 4 hours The RTO for all
existing management components is 1 hour 

Which two assumptions could the architect make when sizing the vROps cluster? (Choose two.) 

A. The vROps cluster will be configured as High Availability. 

B. The RTO of the vROps solution will be 4 hours. 

C. The resource profile of a virtual machine will be, on average, 1 vCPU and 2 GB RAM. 

D. The minimum data retention within vRealize Operations Cluster will be 12 months. 

E. The RPO of the vROps solution will be 1 hour. 
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Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

An architect has designed a vRealize Log Insight (vRLI) cluster for an organization. Details of the cluster are provided
below: 

3-node vRealize Log Insight cluster to collect logs for an organization NFS storage is enabled for archival data Once the
NFS storage is full, which will be the resulting scenario? 

A. vRLI will stop ingesting new data and unless free space is available, loss of data will occur. 

B. vRLI will automatically delete the oldest archived logs, resulting in archived data loss. 

C. vRLI will further compress the active logs to make more space available in NFS storage. 

D. vRLI will send a notification and automatically disable log archiving. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has a requirement that an external auditing system must be updated when specific Cloud Templates are
released. 

Which combination of event topic and subscription filter would meet the customer\\'s requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. "Cloud template version configuration" event topic 

B. "Cloud template configuration" event topic 

C. No filter 

D. Filter on "blueprintId" 

E. Filter on "eventTopicId" 

Correct Answer: BD 
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